
CANDLE ARRANGEMENT

Created By Chris Horne, Amscan International Limited.

Around  8 feet tall and, because it’s air-filled,
VERY long lasting, this festive design is perfect
for hotels, shopping malls, window displays and
much more…

Product Required:
 4 x Anagram Full Decorator  Panels, Red

(2732099)
 1 x Anagram Half Decorator Panel, Red

(2732699)
 3 x 19” Anagram Decorator Curves, Gold

(1613999)
 6 x Standard Anagram Foil Stars, Green

(3055702)
 6 x 5” Anagram Decorator Latex Balloons,

Poppy Red (990077)
 1 x Gold Metallic Table Cover (57999-19)
 1 x 6ft Pole and base plate
 Balloon Bond (CC10630)
 Small cable ties

Construction Method:
1. Inflate all the panel balloons with air. Roll them into cylinders and secure top

and bottom corners together with cable ties.
2. Join two full cylinders together to form the tallest candle by overlapping the

small “peaks” and securing with cable ties.
3. Repeat step 2 with a full and half cylinder to form the medium candle. The

shortest candle is a full cylinder on its own.
4. Stick the three candles together using balloon bond, and drop them over the

Base and pole to keep them upright.
5. Create the Holly Leaves by putting a custom seal lengthwise down each balloon

using a bar sealer or craft iron. Be sure to avoid sealing the valves, then inflate
carefully. Secure into bunches of 3 with cable ties. Make 2 x clusters of 3 x 5”
red latex balloons for the berries and twist them into the leaves. Attach the
leaves to the candles with balloon bond.

6. Inflate the 19” curves with air and secure to the tops of the candles with
balloon bond to form the flames.

7. Cut a strip from the table cover and make 2 small bows – attach these to the
tall and medium candles with balloon bond to disguise the joins.

8. Make a large bow with the remainder of the table cover and stick this to the
base of the design with balloon bond.

Estimated Labour time: 1 hour.

Download a Portfolio Image here: http://www.flickr.com/photos/amscandecorator/


